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Tues. late start added Baud steps down from varsity polo Policy
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safety and
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report about the abuse and sure we took some time with
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cover up of clerical sexual
abuse, the St. Louis U. High
administration has changed
the school calendar for Tuesday of next week to hold an
all faculty and staff meeting
to discuss SLUH’s response,
reiterate its policies and procedures for reporting any
form of abuse, and hear from
a representative of the office
of the Jesuit Provincial of the
Central and Southern Province about the province’s policies and procedures for sexual
abuse.
The meeting will take
place during the late start on
Wednesday morning, when
department meetings were
originally planned to happen,
and will be held in the Robinson Library. The department meetings will be moved
to Tuesday, when a late start

the faculty to update them
not only on the conversations
that have been going on, but
also, the protocols that we
have in the school for the protection of our students as well
as have a representative from
the province to speak about
the province practices, the
diocese, and how we would
report any incident,” said
Principal Ian Gibbons, S.J..
“We knew we needed to
continue to get information
to the faculty and staff, but
at some point, we needed to
have everyone together so
we could speak about these
things. These are huge, huge
issues that have a great impact
on obviously a school, the Jesuits, the diocese, the city, and
it’s a problem the whole world
is facing,” said Gibbons in a
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fter 16 years of coaching varsity water polo for
St. Louis U. High, coach Paul
Baudendistel will be stepping
down from his position as
varsity head coach and movcontinued on page 7 ing down to the junior varsity

Class of ’22 fully initiated into the
never-graduating traditions

level.
Baudendistel will be
stepping down so that he can
commit more time to his family. With his oldest son an incoming freshman to SLUH in
2019, and his youngest in 5th
grade, Baudendistel wants
to spend more time with his
sons and his wife, meaning
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he old Gadfly room, also
known as the “Gadlab,”
has been taken over by Student Council (STUCO), ending a five-year run during
which STUCO did not have a
place to call their own.
The new STUCO room
across from the library is located in a prominent part of
the school building, hopefully making communication
easier between students and
STUCO members.
“STUCO does a lot of
things throughout the year
and having a centralized location and place where we
can meet and work on things
is very helpful,” said Menne.
“I think having a space in
such a centralized location
has been helpful in making
STUCO a bigger presence
around the school.”
When STUCO lost their
room in the old cafeteria five
top left photo | Sulli Wallisch years ago, the search for their
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Summer trips
Jr. Bills get the opportunity to
travel the world in trips to Russia,
Colombia, and Taiwan. Page 3
News

Walter Kempf to SLUH
Need help? Wanna listen to
soothing chords? New counselor
and talented guitar player Walter Kempf joins the faculty and
brings a loving character with
him. Page 5

News

Running of the Bills
Little blue boys ran around and
no, they were not smurfs—it was
the annual tradition of the Running of the Bills. Page 6

News
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STUCO off to great
start with new office

BY Ben Klevorn
CORE STAFF

Check out a Freshman Fun Day spread on page 6

less time devoted to water
polo.
“Coaching JV is a new
challenge,” said Baudendistel.
“I haven’t done it since 2005.
I’m excited about planning
and running JV practices and
a JV season. Each year is different, but 16 years of varsity

New clubs
Students go to tons of clubs, and
not the party type of clubs! See
what new communities the student body are forming. Page 4

new space began immediately. Former moderator
Kate Toussaint and former
principal John Moran initiated the discussions, but it
became a reality when a team
comprised of Assistant Principal for Student Life Brock
Kesterson, principal Ian Gibbons, S.J., class moderators,
and Toussaint continued the
search.
The committee initially considered carving out
a space somewhere in the
basement near the rec room
or robotics room.
“We were possibly looking to delay it until some of
the other phases of construction we are going to be doing
and maybe we would hold
off until that point, but this
came to be a real possibility
that I think is going to bear
a lot of fruit,” said Gibbons.
Prior to this year, not
having one dedicated space
was difficult, according to

continued on page 4

Sports

Soccer
The opening whistle to the soccer season has been blown, but
the team suffers two hard losses.
Page 9
Sports

Football
In front of many smur—I mean
blue freshmen—the football
team opened up its season to a
tough battle against Battle in a
freshman initiation. Page 9

t the class meetings in
early August, St. Louis
U. High Assistant Principal
for Student Life Brock Kesterson stated that among
other things, there were two
main epidemics facing the
student body: technology
and vaping. As the school
year began, Kesterson also
frequently mentioned the
importance of campus safety. To tackle these epidemics and safety concerns, the
SLUH administration, aided
by newly-hired Director of
Security Dan Schulte, has
put several new policies
in place for the 2018-2019
school year.
The technology concern is being addressed with
a firewall, limiting what
students do on their iPads
and computers. The firewall
works if a student is logged
into the school wifi, and it
blocks websites such as Instagram, Snapchat, and Twitter.
“I asked a student to
show me what we do here,
and I thought we should
ramp (the firewall) up a
little. I think just after being
in the building and watching how students use their
devices, we really needed to
limit what you guys have access to,” said Kesterson.
Since the firewall was
put up, there has been a
backlash from the student
body. One questioned the
morality of the situation
and whether or not it was
teaching the students how
to be responsible.
“I think the important
thing SLUH has to think
about with the firewall is
how far they’re willing to go
to teach (students) the right
way to use their time versus
forcing them to use their
time the right way,” said senior Ben Stringer.
“I personally haven’t

continued on page 4
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“He’s just got the right stuff”: Curdt takes over as head of LC
BY Handley Hicks
NEWS EDITOR

A

fter years of learning
about students’ academic
struggles, mentally, and serving
St. Louis U. High as a consultant to the learning center, former full-time English teacher
Tim Curdt takes over as head
of the learning center following the retirement of Rev. Bob
Poirier, S.J.’s.
The learning center, located on the southside of SLUH’s
library, provides services to students who are in need of extra
attention because of academic
struggles.
“It really excites me to be
helping support parents, and
teachers and students in this
way,” said Curdt.
Curdt has been on a professional journey for the last
five to seven years, learning
about what strategies are needed for students to overcome
their difficulties and how to put
them into practice in a student’s
life. Combining his interest in
literaure and the brain, Curdt
has learned about what some of
the specific physical and mental
aspects of students’ issues are.
“I like being able to take
a step back and utilize some of
the research I’ve been doing in a
very active way with some very
talented people,” said Curdt.
Because of his work with
Upward Bound, a summer program that helps middle school
students develop executive
functioning and metacognitive
skills in preparation for high

school. Curdt has been able to
practice many of his acquired
techniques.
“When you put all that
together, he was really the ideal
guy in-house for the job,” said
Assistant Principal for Mission
Jim Linhares. “On top of that
he’s just a natural organizer. He
just has all the right stuff.”
Curdt has also attended
national conferences regarding
students’ academic struggles
and how it affects them mentally, sometimes traveling to three
conferences a year.
“When I found that he
was going to be the director,
I thought that was great because we had already worked
together and I think he’s great
because of his long history here
at SLUH,” said learning coach
Lissie Tippett.
With Curdt having been
a wrestling coach for so many
years and consulting for the
Learning Center in the past,
SLUH’s administration feels
heknows how to break a task
down, figure out steps, know a
work path through an obstacle,
and help a team feel good about
how to tackle it.
“We kind of launched
with a new level of energy and
focus,” said Linhares.
Hiring Curdt in-house,
rather than an outside candidate, made the process much
easier, allowing the Learning
Center to get right to work carrying on their projects for the
year.
“We got a ton more momentum than we would have

Curdt leading direction days this year.

had from hiring anyone outside. They would’ve had to figure out SLUH culture and get
the relationships going then
start the jobs, but we had a guy
who had all that going for him,”
said Linhares.
This year, with the permission and proper communication needed, Curdt hopes to
lead the Learning Center into
a new practice of being more
proactive with teachers and
students, creating a triangle of
communication between the
three groups, hopefully eliminating the pattern of struggling
students immediately resorting
to the Learning Center rather
than properly communicating
with teachers.
Traditionally, the Learning Center has waited for problems to arise with students,
and then addressed the issue.
However under Curdt’s guid-

ance, the department started
off the year knowing how to aid
specific students before the first
day of classes because of communication with students’ previous teachers.
The Learning Center also
initiated formal communication with the Counseling Department this year, hoping to
learn more about students personally, to better know them
and serve their needs.
On a more technical level,
Curdt has to rework forms and
administrative papers used to
inform and organize students,
making the process of filing and
tracking students smoother.
Curdt has refocused the
attention of the program on the
student. Rather than the department listening to the needs
of the student and then dictating their approach, the idea is
to walk the student through ad-
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dressing his own needs, allowing him to fully realize his own
struggles rather than simply being told what to do.
Curdt’s goal for the learning center is to continue to develop specific programs to help
students in particular areas of
struggle.
“As we start expanding
and reflecting on the initial
programs that were rolled out
last year, we hope to come
to a conclusion as to how we
can improve them in terms of
one-on-one student interventions and larger programs that
involve development for parents, faculty and students,” said
Curdt.
Curdt hopes to also enforce that the teachers are the
student’s number one resource.
Though the Learning Center
serves as a useful tool for students, the most help for any

specific subject is always found
by the student meeting with the
teacher outside the classroom.
Under Curdt’s direction,
the Learning Center will continue to develop three main
programs from last year: After School Academic Program
(ASAP), a four-week program for students who have
low grades in multiple classes,
the Plan of Attack Course, for
students with less immediate
needs but desire to increase
ore maintain academic performance, and individual meetings with learning consultants,
which are open to all students.
“It sometimes sounds
negative,” said Curdt. “But it’s
a really positive thing, just like
you need some extra coaching
to get you ready for this game.”
The Learning Center, in
addition to its programming,
will be hiring upperclassmen
at SLUH to tutor underclassmen in math and science, often
times the most frequent subjects of struggle.
“I really miss the daily
interaction with big groups
of students,” said Curdt. “But
what I’m most excited about
is the chance to support some
systems that will help the entire student body, particularly
those on the academic margins,
as they’re working through the
inevitable struggles and wonderful opportunities of being
at such an academically rich
place.”

Russian into new position; Chura named as Director of Global
Education
BY Sam Tarter
REPORTER

T

his past summer, St.
Louis U. High Principal Ian Gibbons appointed
Robert Chura to the newlyfounded position of Director
of Global Education Program.
SLUH has focused
on spreading Jesuit values
through education around
the world more and more,
by offering exchange trips to
foreign countries, or taking
in exchange students from
Russia, China, and many other parts of the world. Despite
the great effort being put into
global education, there was
still a need for someone to
run and oversee this division
of work at SLUH.
This new job was first
introduced during the Imagining ’18 committee meetings at SLUH, when Chura
was asked to be a part of the
committee on Global Education. One of the major goals
introduced by the committee was to increase resources
and efforts towards Global
Education opportunities at
SLUH. A new position would
be required to spearhead and
coordinate these efforts.
“It’s something that I’m
very passionate about and
interested in,” said Chura.
“The request was made for
me to consider taking on
some of those duties and I
thought that it was some-
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thing I could definitely find a
lot of motivation to do, and
I was excited to get more involved in that. It’s something
that as those Global Education programs grow, there’s
more of a need for someone
to be a central organizer of
all the different ventures that
we are currently a part of.”
Chura’s main job as Director of Global Education
Programs is to bring greater
organization to SLUH’s exchange program, working directly with students, agencies
and parents. To allow a large
number of international students to become students at
SLUH, Chura will work with
the Department of Homeland Security. His work will

allow students to attain VISAs to remain in the United
States.
Chura will also help to
make important decisions
surrounding welcoming foreign students in and sending
SLUH students out, communicating with students’ families, deciding where students
will stay when visiting other
countries, designating host
families, creating common
experiences for students,
and recruiting students who
travel. Chura will also be the
one “dewrinkling” any unpredictable challenges during exchange trips.
“International travel can
be sort of like the game of
Whack-A-Mole at the carni-

val. Things pop up when you
least expect them, and Mr.
Chura is our ‘Chief Whacker’
that makes sure the program
runs smoothly”, said Principal Ian Gibbons S.J., who
created this new position.
As well as welcoming
international students, Chura will be helping with SLUH
students’ summer travel programs.
“I’m not the coordinator of them, but I do help to
have a structure and some
guidelines and ways of putting those together and simplifying that process,” said
Chura. “There are some opportunities to expand those
a little bit, and maybe get to
some areas of the world that
we haven’t been associated
with.”
Chura mentioned that
his motivation for taking
on this important role was
his own work as a language
teacher, and how his viewpoint on educating young
men has prepared him for
this job.
“As a language teacher,
I really feel that we want to
not only pass on language
skills but we want to develop
in kids the ability to see the
world from other people’s
perspectives and to be enriched by that,” said Chura.
Chura’s new position
will benefit the third phase
of the Imagining 18 project
at SLUH, which will include
the development of an inter-

national learning commons.
This new commons will be
built with the counseling areas, the chapel, administrative wing, and the library.
Chura will have this
position for the next three
years, paving the way for
others who take on this role
in the future.
When asked about why
this position is so essential

to SLUH and why he thinks
it is so important, Chura responded, “We find ourselves
in an ever-shrinking world,
and the need for our students
to experience other cultures
and work with people from
other parts of the world with
different points of view is
only becoming more and
more of a valuable skill.”

DeBrecht retires

After nearly 11 years of service to St. Louis
U. High, Mr. Steve DeBrecht will be retiring.
DeBrecht’s last day is today. DeBrecht’s
retirement will be covered in detail next week’s
issue of the Prep News.
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Russian students study and sightsee amid World Cup fever
BY Fitz Cain
REPORTER			

T

his past June, many St.
Louis U. High students
enjoyed the opportunity to
finally kick back and relax
after a long school year of
tests, homework, and early
mornings. One group of
SLUH students, however,
were already back in the
classroom in St. Petersburg,
Russia.
Over the summer, Russian teacher Rob Chura
rounded up twelve of his
incoming Russian IV students and took them on a
two week excursion to St.
Petersburg and Moscow. The
trip was in partnership with
Gymnasium 209, a Russian
school which has worked
with SLUH for the past eleven years, and whose students
will walk the SLUH hallways

this upcoming spring for
around 10 days.
In St. Petersburg, where
the group spent most of
the trip, the students’ daily
schedule consisted of classes
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., followed by lunch and a cultural venture into the city,
led by Chura. Afterwards,
they returned to the homes
of their host families.
“The guy I stayed with
knew English pretty well, but
his parents and sister didn’t
speak a word of English, so it
was a little tough to adjust,”
said senior Miles Matyiko.
“But, I’m glad that’s the way
it was because it helped me
learn the language a lot better.”
Students on the trip had
an opportunity unique from
years past, being able to attend two of the World Cup

Students learn more
about language
and themselves in
Colombia
BY Matthew Thibodeau
and Thom Molen
REPORTERS		

T

his summer, junior
Sutherlan Litke and
seniors Joe Miner, Frank
Barbieri and Josh KempkerThetford spent five immersive weeks in Bucaramanga,
Colombia through St. Louis
U. High’s foreign exchange
program. They attended San
Pedro Claver, a Jesuit school
in the city.
“It was like the SLUH
of Bucaramanga,” said Barbieri. “It was known for really good academics and the
best teachers in the city.”
Though SLUH and San
Pedro share many similarities, the day-to-day schedule had many differences.
“They don’t change
classrooms for each class,
they just stay in the same
classroom,” said KempkerThetford. “The only people
that change are the teachers,
which is really different for
us.”
Among other differences were the longer school
days and an hour and a half
long lunch that often included Netflix or naps.
Outside of school, the
students enjoyed Colombian culture and scenery.
During Colombia’s run to
the round of 16 in the World
Cup, the Colombills experienced the country’s passion
for soccer.
“Being there in a soccer crazy country, it was
nuts,” said Miner. “When
they scored their goal, I was
sitting up in my house, on
about the 9th floor of this
building and, on the street,
you hear cars just start
banging their horns. It was
so cool. And that’s coming
from a guy who can’t stand
watching soccer.”
Later in the trip, Miner
and Barbieri took to the
skies, paragliding in the Sierra Nadre Oriental.
“You go up a mountain

then run off with the chute,
and it catches wind, and you
fly around and look at amazing views,” said Barbieri. “I
was with a trainer, and he
controlled where we went.
We were attached, and had
two seats connected to the
parachute. It was scary at
first, but it was really cool.”
While participating in
the program, the students
observed a cultural emphasis on family.
“In Colombia, one thing
that I saw that was different
than the United States was
how they embraced family,”
said Litke. “How they embraced a close knit community and just really valued
family and welcomed many
different people.”
While they were immersed in this Latin American country, the students
were forced to become better Spanish-speakers.
“I was not very confident at all at first,” said
Barbieri. “It was really hard
because they speak Spanish
really fast and unclearly at
times. My Spanish definitely
improved quite a bit. In AP
Spanish, I can pretty much
understand everything Señor Mas says.”
The students not only
improved their language
skill, but they also learned
about themselves and the
world around them.
“Second night, I’d say,
that’s when it really sank in,”
said Miner. “Like ‘Oh god,
I’m going to be in a country
where I can’t speak the language, for five weeks, by myself.’ Like, wow, I’ll miss so
many people. I think it put a
new perspective and appreciation into the friends we
have here, and how important our families are.”

SLUH students in the heart of Moscow.
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matches taking place in St.
Petersburg. Seniors Sean
Cody and Ryan Lieser were
lucky enough to attend a
few of these matches. Cody

“I saw the Brazil game
and I thought those fans
were crazy because they were
so loud,” said Cody. “But
when we got to the Argen-

attended two group stage
matches in St. Petersburg:
the Brazil vs Costa Rica
match and the Argentina vs
Nigeria match.
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tina game, they were on their
feet the whole game and
screaming the whole time.
They were so intense.”
This excitement occurred not only in the stadium, but throughout the
cities’ streets as well. The
environment of the trip, according to Chura, just got
better with the World Cup in
St. Petersburg.
“I’ve been going to Russia every summer since 1994,
“ said Chura, “and I had never seen the types of crowds
and level of activity that was
going on in both cities we
visited.”
“On the streets [of
Moscow], when Russia beat
Spain, everybody was chanting in the streets,” said Cody.
“It was insane. Five hours after the game, the streets were
still full.”

Sleepless nights and junk food fuels the Hack
Club at Chicago Hacks
BY Peter Campbell
STAFF

H

ple assigned to each role,” said
Blittschau.
After contemplating what
to do, Micah See introduced an
idea he proposed to call “Diagnosys.” The goal of Diagnosys
was to create a software for doctors to use to increase their collaborations and to have better
diagnoses for patients, thus increasing doctor communication
and ensuring patients receive
the most accurate diagnosis for
their symptoms when they visit
the doctor’s office.
“It is very frequent in
America where doctors get sued
for having a misdiagnosis, and
also patients then would not get
the right diagnosis,” said Alaphat.
“The software, Diagnosys,
acts as an assistant to a medical
professional, but not a replacement,” said O’Brien.
This idea came to Micah
See through a past encounter
his family had with doctors determining the correct diagnosis
for a virus his older sister was
suffering from.
With the general idea put
together and the groups sorted
out, it was then up to the club to
complete its project and to have
it ready to present by Sunday.
“There was a lot of stuff
they had to investigate and learn
on the fly,” said moderator Dan
See.
To say the least, the club
members got little to no sleep
in the short time they were

acking gets a pretty bad
rep in the media and
news, from hackers breaking
into secret information to leaking documents. Fortunately,
the SLUH Hack Club does not
participate in these illicit activities, but does quite the opposite.
Instead of breaking into databases and decoding complex algorithms, the Hack Club creates
web apps, websites, and designs
coding.
“Do not think of it as hacking into things, it is creating
something new like websites or
software, where computer science comes into place,” said senior Alvin Alaphat.
This summer, the Hack
Club members were seniors
Sean O’Brien, and Alvin Alaphat, juniors Micah See, Chris
Jiang, and David Thuita, and
sophomore Daniel Blittschau.
The moderator is math teacher
Dan See.
These six members, led
by Micah See and Blittschau,
packed their bags and traveled
to Chicago to compete in Hack
Chicago. The tournament began on Saturday, and the clubs
participating had until 4 p.m.
on Sunday to come up with an
idea and to implement it using
software and hardware.
To prepare for the hack-athon, a lot of the members did
advanced prep work on their
own time.
“We all have a lot of different backgrounds, and most of
the things we know how to do
were self-taught,” said Alaphat.
With that, the self-taught
computer programmers were
ready for what was going to be
a long sleepless weekend.
When the students got to
the tournament, they had to put
together an idea about what to
create and how to present to the
panel of judges.
“We spent a couple of
hours in the beginning of the
hack-a-thon to finalize our idea,
and exactly what it would and
would not do. Proper delegation
can be very tricky to get down,
but we really focused on dividing our project into different Hack Club in Chicago.
parts and have a couple of peo-

in Chicago working on their
projects. Each member was required to do his part and act as
a team. However, the answer to
the team’s problems where not
always clear cut, and involved
even more additional research.
“No sleep, and unlimited
food,” are some words Alaphat
used to describe his time in
Chicago.
The team members’ tasks
varied from legal research and
compiling statistics for the
medical information to helping
create the physical website and
webpage.
“I did all of the backend
and database work. I had to
design the API for our webapp
that could integrate with Micah’s
machine learning application
and create a database schema
that fit our ideas for the project.
I also led all of the technological
logistics of the project, including managing all the hosting of
the project,” said Blittshau when
describing the multiple roles he
held in the hackathon.
The other members also
put in more than their fair share
of work during the weekend.
Eventually, all the hard work
turned out to have paid off
when the hack team was selected as a finalist.
“We were the first ones
to present, and we only had a
few minutes to get a presentation demo ready to show off. It
did not help that the projector
wasn’t working for the first time,

but we learned how to improvise under high pressure and
little time,” said Blittschau.
In the end, the club won
the “Best Startup” award for the
Diagnosys webapp they created.
Then, after winning the award,
the members piled into the van
and slept for half of the car ride
home.
“My favorite part of the
hack-a-thon was being able to
learn so much in one weekend
than you ever learn in a semester of a computer science class.
You never know how everything is going to happen, and it
is up to you to figure it out on
your own,” said Alaphat.
Micah See spent around
17 hours trying to figure out
the machine learning part for
the webapp, and by the end of
weekend he was able to get it up
to 95 percent accuracy.
“I think the most important factor in our team’s success was the large number of
computer science electives offered through SLUH. Because
of these, most of the guys in
the club had a lot of experience
with programming in general.
This provided a massive impact
on the success of team,” said
O’Brien.
The Hack Club looks
forward to go to more hack-athons in the future, and is always looking for new member
who are willing to sacrifice their
precious sleep in exchange for
creating exciting new software.
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the summer to further Chinese
education and proficiency

Arun with his host family.
BY Frank Barbieri and
Nick Shelton

REPORTERS		

S

enior Alfie Arun joined 22
other students from across
the nation to take part in a
foreign exchange program
that sent him to Kaohsiung,
Taiwan, over the summer.
Arun participated in the
National Security Language
for Youth (NSLI-Y)program,
which is part of a U.S. government initiative to prepare
citizens for the global world,
offering applicants full immersion trips to countries all
across the world.
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Arun spent six weeks in
Taiwan. One week before the
trip in New York Arun and
other students were briefed
on how to act in different
cultures as well as some local customs of Taiwan that
might surprise a visitor. During the six weeks in Taiwan,
Alfie studied at Wenzao Ursaline University of Language,
where he was only allowed to
speak Mandarin Chinese. He
took college courses and was
in very small classes, allowing
for a more focused engagement between him and the
teacher, and he was expected

to be able to understand the
teacher and respond efficiently.
Although at times his
classes seemed long, Arun’s
full immersion and exposure
to Chinese improved his fluency considerably. On the
weekends he got a break from
school by going on cultural
trips to different cities of Taiwan.
“The culture there is so
different,” said Arun. “The
people don’t really care about
money to the extent that we
do in the United States.”
One of Arun’s favorite
memories was sitting in the
backseat of an Uber, asking
the driver questions. Curious,
Arun wanted to know who
the man’s favorite singer was.
After many guesses, Arun and
his other friends in the Uber
guessed Jason Derulo.
One moment of awe
Arun felt in Taiwan was when
he had long conversation with
his host mother.
“They are humans just
like us and I saw the similarities between us,” said Arun.
Before the trip, Arun had
never thought about living
anywhere else in the world
besides America. However,
as the trip progressed, Arun
started to open up to the possibility of living abroad.

M125 gets a new look: STUCO
takes over Gadlab
(continued from page 1)

Toussaint. Ultimately, they
relied on Toussaint’s classroom (216C) and benches in
the hallway to hold meetings.
“Seeing the STUCO
room and how central it is
and how hard they are working, I am just so happy for
them. I get a little sad for
old STUCO members who
did not have that because I
really do think it helps with
the community feeling,” said
Toussaint.

New STUCO room.

The location of the new
space for STUCO is ideal.
Being in an area of the school
where there is a lot of traffic allows students to witness first hand all the hard
work and dedication STUCO
members put in on a daily
basis. Additionally, the room
is quite easy for people to
access, if they need to ask a
question, give advice, or even
pick something up.
“It is very centralized,
it is tied very much to the

photo | Louis Barnes

flow of student traffic, and it
engages students where they
walk routinely,” said Gibbons. “I really like the idea
that it is connected to freshmen and where they tend to
migrate around the building.
It creates some partnerships
naturally with things that go
on in the library, Commons,
and the innovation lab downstairs.”
STUCO has already
used the room to host meetings every Wednesday morning before school. Other features, such as a whiteboard
and computers, have made it
easier for members of STUCO to accomplish their daily
tasks.
“It definitely increases
productivity because we have
a place to meet and get things
done,” said Sean Kelly, junior
class co-president.
Gibbons and members
of STUCO alike are pleased
with the new space and excited for what they can do in
the future.
“I have great hopes for
the programs that STUCO is
involved with and I am really
happy with some of the projects they have incorporated,”
said Gibbons.
“The STUCO room already has given us a space for
creativity and productivity
that has allowed us to crank
out ideas and three videos
already. I cannot wait to see
what we can accomplish this
year,” said STUCO president
Thom Molen.

Lanyards, Juuls, and firewalls:
administration alerts students of
policy changes
(continued from page 1)

noticed a ton of websites I
use being blocked. It would
be one thing if they started
blocking news outlets and
other media sources, but I
haven’t noticed that happen
yet,” said senior John Marx.
“So far, I think they got a
standard firewall to protect
the school from kids doing
things on technology that
they shouldn’t be doing.”
Last year, the firewall
only blocked a very limited
amount of websites (i.e. Instagram and Facebook), but
students could still use their
devices for video games and
other social media sites.
Some students found
a way to get around the
firewall by using a virtual
private network (VPN). A
VPN allows users to privatize their network while on
a public network. The telos
of it is to make a secure
network while using public
wifi.
Some students have
used it as a way to avoid the
firewall restrictions. There
are apps for VPNs, so with
the new policy in place, students may have to show Kesterson if they have a VPN
installed.
“People are using the
VPN to get around (the firewall), and we are going to be
getting an announcement
out this week about not using it. We may say, ‘let me
see your iPad,’” said Kesterson. “I think it’s that big of
a deal based on how I see
(the) guys work, how they
use them in such a negative
way.”
The second major policy shift was the security
badges.
Last year, the administration implemented lanyards as a way for everyone
in the building to be identified. Students and visitors
relaxed on the policy and
the identification ended up
being useless because many
people did not have identification on. A log book was
the only way to track who

was in the building.
This year, with the help
of Schulte, two sign-in iPads
have been set-up as a way to
track who is in the building.
The devices sign people in,
take a picture of the person,
and print a sticker.
“It’s a way to better
know who is in the school at
what time,” said Schulte. “If
you have a handwritten visitor log book, no one checks
that, and it just sits there. It’s
kind of an antiquated system.”
If a student forgets his
lanyard, he must get a sticker. If a visitor comes in for a
meeting, he or she must get

“We wanted to
make sure we
were making it
known to guys
that this is a big
deal.”
-Brock Kesterson
a sticker as well.
“I am able to see who
is in the building and who
they are supposed to see.
Sometimes it’s a nice simple
way just to know who’s here
to come see me,” said Kesterson. “I feel like we are
behind the times here. Like
my kids’ grade school has
been doing this for years. It’s
just a nice simple safety precaution to see who is in the
building.”
If a fire happens in the
building, the new security
system will be able to account for all visitors in the
building. This aspect adds
another safety measure to
SLUH’s overall safety.
If a student forgets his
lanyard, he gets one free
sticker per quarter. The next
time, the student will get a
JUG. Following that, students will be fined and given
more JUGs.
“I thought I would have
gotten a punishment like a
demerit or something,” said
freshman Thomas Nguyen.

Although no punishments are given for the first
sticker, students cannot
access their lunch money
through the stickers. This is
one of the kinks to the system that has not been adressed.
The final major change
has been the punishment for
vaping at SLUH. Last year,
students who used a Juul (a
popular vape) during free
periods or in class would get
a Saturday JUG.
With research, Kesterson realized that the fluids
put into the vape can be
tampered with drugs like
THC. Thereafter, he announced that the punishment for vapes would be a
suspension, rather than the
previous
punishment—a
Saturday JUG.
“I’ve heard that there
are situations where you can
buy these oils and things
basically to customize your
device,” said Kesterson. “Are
we just going to sit there and
try to police these devices
and try to figure out what it
is, and say, ‘this one is this’
and ‘this one is this?’ To me,
it’s all bad.”
The Saturday JUG policy was based off the policy
for nicotine, which most
vapes have in them. The
suspension policy has been
the policy for marijuana and
other more serious drugs.
By changing the vaping
policy to reflect the drug
policy, the administration is
recognizing that the vaping
epidemic at SLUH is as serious as drug use.
“We wanted to make
sure we were making it
known to guys that this is
a big deal,” said Kesterson.
“Maybe it gives a good excuse to say no. We are not
yet in the drug testing stage
which I know is another
reason people can use to say,
‘no I can’t do this, I’ll fail my
school drug test.’ We are not
there yet, but at least they
can say, ‘I can’t get in trouble
for this, this is a big deal.’”

art | Conor Christie
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It’s not where you go but how you get there: Mohr welcomed as
new English and theology teacher
“It was a really formative that the school works.

BY Johno Jackson
REPORTER			

M

ichael Mohr, SJ didn’t
want to stay in St. Louis.
That is, until he arrived at St.
Louis U. High.
“I cannot imagine a better
place to start this part of my formation,” said Mohr.
Mohr, is beginning year
one of his regency—the period
of three years when a Jesuit in
formation works full-time at a
Jesuit school—at SLUH, following the completion of his philosophy studies at St. Louis University. Regents can be missioned
anywhere in the world, so the
school down the road wasn’t exactly what he was expecting. But

he insists SLUH is exactly the
place where he needed to be.
“God has really shown me
it doesn’t matter where you go. It
matters how you go there,” said
Mohr.
Mohr’s Jesuit journey has
brought him back to where
he began six years ago: teaching high school English. Before
joining the Society of Jesus, he
taught English for three years in
Jackson, Mississippi.
“It was during that time
that I started discerning about
the Society of Jesus. I really liked
teaching and started seeing that
perhaps I had a deeper call to
commit my life to the church in
this way,” said Mohr.

photo | Mrs. Kathleen Chott

In 2013, he entered the novitiate in Grand Coteau, Louisiana, some 65 miles from his
hometown of Baton Rouge, to
begin his first two years of for-

mation.
Growing up, Mohr had
what he describes as a ‘typical’
family. He even attended an allboys Catholic high school.

time for me,” said Mohr.
Mohr again finds himself
in the all-boys Catholic high
school setting, only this time he’s
the one grading the papers. In
addition to teaching freshman
English, he teaches the “Faith
and Reason” theology course to
juniors.
“We’re thrilled to have him.
He’s been a great addition to the
freshman English team.” said
Frank Kovarik, English Department chair and fellow freshman
English teacher. “His personality
is very electric.”
Mohr, new to the school
like the freshmen he teaches, has
depended on his junior class to
help him understand the way

5

“The young men that I’ve
met here are just incredible,” said
Mohr.
In addition to his full-time
classroom duties, Mohr also
serves as chaplain to the cross
country team.
“The way I see that is hopefully I’ll be a spiritual resource
for those guys, to support them
in prayer and also by being present with them,” said Mohr.
Mohr also sees himself getting involved in pastoral teams,
Campus Ministry, and possibly
music.
“If there are ways to plug
into the school, I’d like to try to
see if I can fit in.” said Mohr.

Twins of the Month: Max and Joe Mantych
Kempf brings
Handley Hicks
The twins do not look
experience to
very similar either. Most peogoing through ple often question whether
counseling department While
the archives last sum- they’re twins because of this.
mer, I found an interesting
As expressed by the boys,
and musical liturgy
feature in Volume 76, Issue 1 the most commonly asked
BY
NEWS EDITOR

BY Sam Guillemette and
Mitchell Booher
REPORTERS

E

quipped with years of experience, a table of toys,
and his acoustic guitar, Walter
Kempf is set to start on the right
note as a guidance counselor at

Kempf has an easygoing,
positive attitude about life, exemplified by the various knick
knacks and toys he keeps on a
table in his room for the students to fiddle with.
Aside from counseling,
Kempf looks forward to play-
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St. Louis U. High.
Kempf, a St. Louis native: currently living in Sunset
Hills with his wife, Peggy, and
their two children. Psychology
seems to run in Kempf ’s family:
his wife is a life coach and his
daughter is currently studying
psychology at the University of
Tulsa.
Kempf previously worked
as a counselor at St. Mary’s and
CBC, so he’s no stranger to the
environment of an all-boys
high school. When asked why
he chose to come to SLUH,
Kempf responded that a lifelong friendship with Assistant
Principal for Mission Jim Linhares had always kept SLUH in
the forefront of his mind.
“I’ve had my eye on this
place for a long time. I interviewed here like a dozen years
ago and I didn’t get the job.
When I heard about the opening, I jumped on it,” Kempf said.
“I love the idea of working with
bright young men.”
Kempf has moved into the
former office of recently retired
Dave Mouldon, and he will be
taking over his duties as a guidance counselor.

ing liturgical music at SLUH.
Having played guitar and led a
church choir for years, Kempf
believes his love of music can
serve SLUH well at Masses.
School Counseloring Department chair Mary Michalski
finds Kempf to be a great fit due
to his experience with young
men and the care and respect
that he gives to every student
that he counsels.
“He’s compassionate, he’s
empathic, he’s a good listener,
he has a great rapport with students. He understands adolescent boys,” said Michalski.
Working solely as a student
guidance counselor, Kempf will
be focusing on the lives of his
students. He acknowledges that
the goal of the counselors is to
reach every student and make
them feel like they’ve been
heard by someone.
“I’m keenly aware that life
has a mixture of joys and challenges,” said Kempf. “It’s an
honor to be there, especially as
kids go through difficult passes,
and support them and let them
know that there’s someone
there for them.”

that compared a set of twins.
In the senior class alone this
year, there are three sets of
twins who both attend SLUH
and three students who have
twins at other schools. There
is also a set of triplets in the
senior class. I sat down with
the Mantych twins this week
to discuss their twinness.
“When we were young,
we were similar because we
were the same age, had the
same parents, had the same
opportunities and all that, but
I think like any other person,
we’re unique to who you are.
You’re going to find your own
interests,” said Max Mantych.
Polar opposites, Joe is
a naturally introvert, deriving energy from being alone,
while Max is naturally an extrovert, getting energy from
being around others.
“I’ll get back from work,
exhausted, and he’ll say three
people are coming over tonight and we’re going to get
Ted Drewes and there’s nothing wrong with that but I’m
tired,” said Joe Mantych.
“That always works out
in my favor, though because
if I don’t want anyone over it’s
fine because Joe doesn’t want
anyone over,” said Max.

questions are whether or not
they can feel each other’s pain,
reading each other’s minds,
and what would happen if one
twin was born at 11:59 P.M.
and the other twin was born
at 12:00 A.M.
“What do you think?!
They’re definitely going to
have two different birthdays,”
said Max.
“I guarantee that every
twin joke you can think of
we’ve heard before,” said Joe.
Though they are by no
means the same person, twinness enables to siblings to
share a bond that many people
will never experience.
“Sometimes, at the most
randomest of times, we’ll look
at each other and just dying laughing in public about
something that nobody else
knows about,” said Joe. “People will ask what we’re laughing about and we’re just like
‘oh it’s just a twin thing.’”
“I don’t even wanna say
it’s an inside joke because it’s
really deeper than that,” said
Joe.
Twinness, allows the boys
a different experience from
any other sibling someone
could have, because of the age
correlation and often shared

Max Mantych

5’11

127
“I win when it comes to value. Old Navy is
where it’s at.”
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Joe Mantych (left) and Max Mantych (right)

experiences, especially when
the twins are of the same sex.
“You’re literally growing
up with your best friend in
that sense,” said Max.
Always in the same
house, driving together to
social events and hanging
out with the same group of
friends, the Mantych’s do not
have to try to become or be
each other’s best friend. Going
entire nights without speaking while being in the same
house, the boys often find
peace in the silence. There’s
no animosity between the
two during these times; there’s
just no need for communication. In normal conversation,
people often must add to the
conversation for their point
to be expressed, but there is
no need for added expression
with Joe and Max because
of their similar dialect and
thought process.
The boys often get into

Height
Weight
Who has better fashion sense?

fights as you would expect, often because they do not listen
to each other, assuming they
know exactly what the other
will say. The boys are also brutally honest, throwing all caution to the wind when criticizing each other. Because they
are so close, there’s no shame
in a good roast between the
two. But that does not diminish from the natural connection.
“Even though we have
fights sometimes, it’s being
around somebody the same
age as you and you’re with
them 24/7,” said Joe. “They’re
your best friend 24/7 and
they’re always there no matter
what, even if they’re getting
on your nerves.”
“Sometimes we totally
forget what we’re fighting
about,” said Max, “and just
start cracking up because we
cannot take each other’s anger
seriously.”

Joe Mantych
5’10
168
“I have slightly better fashion sense, but Max is
a close second.”

“Clearly Joe. I would get destroyed; the
man has like 40 pounds on me.”

Who would win in a
fight?

“If Max and I fought, he’d be on the ground crying.”

“No, although there’s a constant competition
between us to see who’s the alpha twin.”

Is there a favorite son?

“Not really.”

“Me, without a doubt.”

“Probably Joe because he’s better on stage.”

“Definitely hot temperatures. I
hate the cold.”

Who does better with the
ladies?
Who would make a better
America’s Got Talent contestant?

Do you prefer hot or cold temperatures?

“I’ve always wished I was a better actor, but What do you envy most about
unfortunately all of those genes went to Joe.”
your brother?

“I am better with the ladies, no questions asked.”
“Max would. He’s got that ‘awkward-but-in-alikable-way kind of vibe to him.”
“I’ve always preferred cold temperatures; Max is the kind of kid to
touch a hot stove because he wants
to know what hot things feel like.”
“His height. He has a solid inch on me and
won’t let me forget it.”

—compiled by Handley Hicks
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Freshman Fun Day

J121 won first in pool;
bashball; and rock, paper,
scissors.

J121
Freshman Will Broun
from J121 won first place
and the championship
belt of the annual rock,
paper, scissors contest.

1

2

3

Running of the Bills

4
5

6

1. Senior advisor Gabe Lepak holds the rock, paper, scissors belt
up during the finals. 2. Freshman trivia team. 3. Bashball game.
4. Freshmen run through a senior advisor passage to get painted.
5. Freshmen run towards Oakland and the football stadium. 6.
Freshmen perform “Oh when the Bills.” 7. Paint flies through
the sea of blue freshmen.
photos | Sulli Wallisch
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Provincial sending rep
for Weds. late start
faculty meeting

PN Archive
This archive is
taken from Prep
News volume 74
(2007-2008). The
Prep News has
a great history,
allowing us to
look back at how
traditions have
changed but also
stayed the same.
This archive is
about Running of
the Bills in 2007.
Most of the ritual has stayed the
same.

(continued from page 1)

later interview.
According to Gibbons
he and SLUH President Alan
Carruthers will discuss with
the faculty the responses of
the province, the Saint Louis
Archdiocese, the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishop, the
Curia of the Society of Jesus,
and Pope Francis in order
educate faculty and staff, and
then, they will speak about
how the school itself will respond.
Following the discussion
of the various responses, the
faculty and staff will review
SLUH’s policies and procedures if an any accusation of
sexual assault against a faculty
member, lay or clerical, were
to arise. Such policies and
procedures include law enforcement involvement, and
are primarily in place to ensure the safety of the students
at SLUH.
“We want to make sure

New Clubs for 2018-2019 year:
Arabic Club

Manga Club

The Arabic Club hopes to bring more attention
to Arabic culture. The club hopes to increase awareness and activity within SLUH with the Arabic language and culture. They plan on traveling to museums
around the area so students are able to get a firsthand
look at the culture, while also holding meetings at
SLUH.

The Manga Club is focused around Anime and
Manga, the Japanese version of graphic novels. Some
examples would be Dragon Ball Z and Naruto. It is
led by Austin Sexton-Warner and Christian WallaceHughes. They plan on publishing one story per quarter through Sisyphus.

Art Club

Bike Club

Junior Logan Florida started the Art Club. As a
practicing artist, he noticed a strange lack of people
who took art classes out of love for art. Intended to
attract other artists from around SLUH, the Art Club
is an area where students can appreciate, critique, and
help each other create art. An art club meeting might
include the discussion of upcoming art events in and
out of school, and generating ideas to incubate a vibrant art community at SLUH.

Piano Club

7

The Bike Club was another major club started this
year. The idea was brought up by seniors Tyler Kanady
and Michael Ruzicka, and is being moderated by Geometry teacher Frank Corley. They plan on biking a
few times every month, and meet about once a week,
both to share in community and work out their cardiovascular system. So far, the club has rides planned
for September and are looking at doing a Cycle for Life
later in the year.

Coffee Club

(they are) enforced and do
not have any blind spots,” said
Gibbons.
A representative of the
Provincial Fr. Ron Mercier,
S.J., will be present and review the province’s own policies and procedures, some of
which are similar to SLUH’s.
Arrangements for who this
will be are currently in the
making.
“This is just the very beginning. This is a long journey
that the school, the province,
and the church needs to take
and there’s an element of trust
that needs to be reformed,”
said Gibbons. “There needs
to be assurances that we are
making sure that our school
is a safe place and that everybody here is completely confident in our ability to do so.”
“The fact that we are going to deal with this head on
is received well but we have
a long, long way to go,” said
Gibbons.

BY Matthew Mays, Grant Corsi, Julien Jensen, Brendan
McGroarty, and Matthew Thibodeau

Rubik’s Cube Club

The Rubik’s Cube Club was started with the intent of helping people increase their Rubik’s Cube
skills. Whether that means increasing your speed,
learning how to solve different types of cubes, or just
learning how to solve the cube at all. It will be moderated by math teacher Craig Hannick who is excited for
the club’s future.
Senior Lucas Pitti said, “We’re really just trying to
form a brotherhood around solving the cube.”

International Club
The International Club is headed by Spanish
teachers Maria Paz Campos and Myriam Aliste and
French teacher Kevan Moreshed. All the foreign nation clubs have come together as one. Their goal is
to share the culture of each nation in the world with
the rest of the school and the issues that those nations
have, so we all can learn about the uniqueness of each
nation in our world. The club will be heading to International Week, which is Nov. 6 to Nov. 12 this year,
and the Hispanic Festival.

Tailgate Club

The Piano Club was started late last year by juniors Bryce Van Bree and Miguel Cadiz. Band director Jeff Pottinger was also a helping hand in the
process, with Van Bree recalling Pottinger brainstorming an idea for a community of people who
play piano. Previously, there was a perceived lack
of piano-themed classes or groups in SLUH. Only
Jazz Band offered the piano. In the Piano Club, any
genre of music is open to practice and perform,
from classical to new age. Van Bree also expressed
hope for a concert later this year for those willing
to participate.

The Coffee Club is another new club that was
started this year by senior Liam John. He loves to
drink and make coffee and wants to share that with
other people. The meetings will typically meet in a
nice, chill hangout space for anyone that likes coffee.
Every meeting will start with a discussion on the bag
of beans for that day, its origins, and its trade. The
rest of the meeting is up to its members for activities,
from homework to drinking coffee to talking to other
club members. Cream and sugar are provided, with
occasional pastries. For the more experienced coffee
drinker, there will be trips to coffee roasteries.

The Tailgate Club is not an entirely new club to
SLUH. No less than two years ago, the club existed and
had fairly large turnouts. English teacher Adam Cruz,
a moderator of the club, told the story of a tailgate the
club once held in the snow. Over 50 SLUH students
showed up to support their school. The club will be
co-moderated by the Rev. Joseph Hill, S.J. and led by
seniors Brad Pike, Jon Ferrari, Paul Reddy, and Matthew Thibodeau.
Pike said, “I look forward to bringing the school
together in a rowdy atmosphere. We hope to have a
lot of people come and support many different SLUH
sports.”

North County Math
Club

Europe Trip Club

Pickleball Club

Next summer, from May 28 to June 6, history
teacher Tim O’Neil will be taking a handful of students from the Europe Club across Europe to London, Paris, Normandy, and Lille for the 75th anniversary of the D-Day invasion. The tour will primarily
focus on sites important to World War I and World
War II, in honor of the anniversary. This is the first
year the Social Studies Department has decided to
conduct this kind of trip.
“I knew that the D-Day anniversary was coming up, and was inspired to organize a trip for it,” said
O’Neil. “Our group is pretty full right now, but those
interested in taking these sort of trips should stay
tuned for when the Social Studies department develops the next excursion.”

The Pickleball Club, coordinated by math teacher
and campus minister Stephen Deves, was one of the many
new clubs implemented this year. Seniors Adam Menker,
Matthew Thibodeau, and Ben Stringer chimed in about
how they thought of bringing pickleball to SLUH.
“We played a little over the summer and figured
other students would enjoy it too,” said Thibodeau.
Menker explained that they planned on meeting
about once a week, and are welcoming to anyone who
would like to play, no experience necessary.
“Essentially, we would like to be able to bring it into
intramurals as an addition to bashball or include it in P.E.
classes,” said Stringer. The Pickleball Club had an excellent outcome for its first activities fair and is optimistic
for the coming year.

The North County Math Club is headed by senior Collin Funck with the goal of bringing STEM
education to Catholic middle schools, by having
mathematic based competitions between Catholic
middle schools throughout North County. To get
involved, you can help make up questions for the
competitions, but if you aren’t a fan of math, you
can still participate through marketing, ordering
prizes, running the website, and many other opportunities. There are two upcoming matches: the first
is on Saturday, Sept. 15 from 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
at St. Ann, and Saturday, Sept. 29 from 11 a.m. to
12:30 at St. Ferdinand.
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Didn’t teach one lesson: “English teachers’ day off”
BY Carter Fortman
Kovarik. “I kind
REPORTER			
out the day, and

T

he English Department
left Saint Louis U. High
last Friday for a day-long
round of meetings at Saint
Louis University to discuss their curriculum. The
work was part of the multiyear curriculum review the
school is completing.
The process began several years ago as a way to
evaluate the existing curriculum and decide what
changes to improve student
learning.
“We had started this
process several years ago
with establishing our goals
as a department-some practices, habits, and the things
we teach that we value,” said
English teacher Jennifer
Carroll.
“Some of the time we
spent on full department
level work, other times
we broke into grade level”
said the First Year English
Department chair, Frank

of mapped
moderated
some of the group discussions.”
The teachers made sure
that the skills they teach are
applicable in real life and
they discussed how the students could transfer their
knowledge from year to
year.
“We wanted to look
across the four years. As students move from freshmen
to sophomores to juniors
to seniors, how can we better ensure that the content
and skills they are gaining
will transfer from year to
year so that senior year we
can be confident that we’ve
produced an English student that fulfills the goals
of a grad at graduation that
fulfills the ideals of Jesuit
education,” said Carroll.
One of the primary
points was the profile of
what a SLUH English graduate will look like once they
go out into the real world.
“As readers I want them
to be proficient at under-

art | Jack Colvin

standing the characterizations ad understanding and
applying techniques such
as comparing and contrasting,” said English teacher
Terry Quinn.
The group also discussed how to lay a better

English foundation for students in the early years at
SLUH.
“We worked on our
freshmen, sophomore, and
junior placemats, kind of
our transfer goals, our essential
understandings,

the big questions, trying
to make sure we have a
clear vision for the first few
years,” Kovarik.
As a result of the ongoing curriculum work, the
freshman English teaching team has decided to cut
the formal study of grammar from the curriculm.
That means no more direct
grammar instruction or
grammar tests.
“We’re not going to do
the traditional grammar instruction, because we have
seen that it doesn’t lead to
direct improvement in student writing,” said Carroll.
“We’ve decided to not teach
the grammar directly, but
look at the problems students have in their essays,
and try to review that. We’ve
decided to shift the focus on
how we make freshman better writers by the way we
teach grammar.”
Quinn doesn’t think
that the change will affect
his sophomores much in
the future. “I feel confident
in the freshman teachers

PN Puzzle
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crossword | Brad Pike and Blake Obert
Across
5. Popular Spring Break Hotspot
8. Who has to wear their lanyards?
9. Having your phone on you during
the day is ____.
11. Best place to chill on campus
12. What SLUH students study too
little for
14. Doctor Kesterson is always
_____.
16. Nick Lang’s football number
19. Nickname for Los Angeles Lakers
point guard
20. Jim’s nickname for Dwight’s
temporary office
21. Mr. Muskopf ’s position at SLUH
22. What Coach Claggett never hits
with a basketball

23. Best food in the Commons
25. Calypso from the Odyssey’s
species
26. Everyone tries to keep their
streaks on this social media network.
28. Someone who has a 4.0 or above
has reached academic __________.
33. New Star Wars movie in theaters
36. E=mc^2
37. What Mark Twain worked on
as a child
Down
1. SLUH has a lot athletic ____.
2.The renowned physics teacher’s
first name
3. Saturdays are for the ____.
4. Popular dance move, primarily

to come to those decisions.
I don’t expect it to have
any effect on student writing.” said Quinn. “What the
sophomore teachers have
discussed— or what we
have been discussing— is
specific sentence structure
work we can do with sophomores that is less about the
grammar and more about
expanding their toolkit of
sentence types. That will
involve teaching them some
grammar, but not focusing
on it,” said Quinn.
Overall, the department is working on refining
its goals for student performance.
“A big thing I want to
do is lead the department
through these important
curriculum reviews,” said
Kovarik. “Overall, we want
students to develop with
a nimble mind, and agile
mind, to be able to present
clear ideas in their writing
and use writing as a way to
understand themselves and
their world.”

utilized in a circle
5. What Mr. Corley fed yesterday
6. Everyone’s goal is to ___ the test.
7. A domesticated pig, especially one
over 120 pounds (54 kg) and reared
for slaughter.
10. Doctor Kesterson’s position
13. Senior Follies
14. There will be a ____ of “Thor:
Ragnorak” after school today by the
Film Club.
15. What teachers are SUPPOSED
to do.
16. Early hit by renowned rapper,
Drake
17. What SLUH students study too
much for.
18. Where SLUH sends their op-

ponents
24. Mr. Komos pastime includes rod
and ____.
27. Popular board game among the
intellectuals
29. Ceramics students mold this to
perfection.
30. The land of furniture, also
commonly used as a hide and seek
playground
31. Don’t use these to play games
during school or you will be jugged.
32. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
34. Make sure your phone is ____
from 7:50-3:00.
35. This is ____ house, home of the
Jr. BIlls.
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the
student-run
newspaper of St. Louis
University High School, the
Prep News is a weekly publication that strives to inform
the SLUH community about
events and people, with its
focus on those pertaining
to the school, primarily
through the written word.
The Prep News is neither the voice of the administration nor the students.
Rather,
the
newspaper
serves to gather and distribute information for the entire school. The Prep News
editors and staff members
make every effort to be objective in their news coverage and editing.
The members of the
editorial staff are co-workers and share equally the
duties of writing, copyediting, layout, and staff
management. All of the
editors share responsibility
and leadership of the paper.
The editors are supported
by a core staff of regular reporters as well as artists and
photographers.
It is the role of the
editors to seek out and facilitate the reporting of all
significant news at SLUH.
While any faculty member
or student is welcome to
submit suggestions to the
editors for potential articles, the Prep News is never
obligated to publish any article idea.
Our primary emphasis
as editors of the Prep News
is upon clear and accurate
writing and careful editing.
We also attempt to include
visual expression—photography, drawing, technical
aids, etc.—in every issue

and on our web site. Despite
our desire to make the paper visually appealing, we
commit ourselves not to allow form to supersede substance.
The editorial staff will
use social media to communicate with the paper’s
readership and to update
students about SLUH events
and highlight the paper’s
content. The editors will
not allow their goal of speed
and accessibility online to
weaken their commitment
to accuracy and depth.
The Prep News strongly
encourages underclassman
involvement, and our office on the second floor of
the Jesuit Wing, room J220,
is always open for involvement, criticism, praise, or
suggestions.
Contributed
student opinions are also
welcome under the Prep
News Editorial Policy. Without student reaction and
feedback, the Prep News
could not function.
If the Prep News is inaccurate, we will correct any
significant error in the following issue and on our web
site as soon as possible.
Furthermore, the editors assume sole responsibility for the text of news
and sports articles, features,
and editorials. We ask faculty or students who take
issue with the manner in
which the news was reported or find an error to bring
it to the attention of the editors, not the individual reporters.
This is the platform of
the editors of Volume 83 of
the Prep News.

Varsity soccer stumbles in opening 5-1
Sea of Blue surges, but Varsity
football falls in season-opening loss loss at Chaminade; looks sharper in PK
loss to Marquette
to Battle
BY Nick Prainito and Brad
Pike
STAFF

A

crowd of 250 painted and
enthusiastic freshmen still
couldn’t boost the St. Louis
U. High football team against
Battle High School last Friday
night, as the varsity team fell
53-25 to the Spartans. Though
their offense put up a fight for
most of the game, poor defensive effort and penalties in the
fourth quarter led to the downfall of the Jr. Bills.
Battle won the coin toss
and elected to receive the ball
in the first half. As they began

for quick 8-0 lead.
“Battle came out and
moved the ball well. They had a
pretty good young quarterback
… that we knew if we didn’t
keep him under wraps, he could
hurt us, and that’s what he did ...
we told the guys we got to do a
better job of keeping him in the
pocket,” said head coach Mike
Jones.
Undeterred, the SLUH
student section, led by the famous Blue Crew, maintained
enthusiasm and continued their
deafening chants.
After the ensuing kickoff,
junior running back Kellen

“We struggled (with the
two-point conversions), and
that’s on us as coaches for not
having those guys completely
prepared. They came in doing
something we hadn’t seen. We
made some adjustments, and
they did a good job of adjusting
to our adjustments, so hats off
to those guys,” said Jones.
With their next drive,
the Jr. Bills found themselves
at midfield once again after a
failed offensive attempt. An attempt at a fake punt failed, giving Battle the ball in SLUH territory. However, a penalty was
called on the play and the tide

BY Chris Staley and
Blake Obert

SPORTS EDITOR, REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High
soccer team kicked off
the season with two losses
against Chaminade and
Marquette this past week.
Although it did not start off
as the team hoped, they see
much room for improvement, and it clearly showed
in the match versus Marquette. The team suffered a
devastating 5-1 loss against
Chaminade last Saturday,
but bounced back against
Marquette. However, they
did not bounce back enough
as they lost 7-6 in penalty
kicks.
After even play through
the opening 15 minutes,
Chaminade caught fire,
sending three goals past the
starting goalie, junior Peter
Herrmann. SLU soccer commit and Chaminade starter
Jack Mika was a significant
threat at midfield, and senior Joe Mitchell—who held
the Jr. Bills scoreless at districts last year—was in goal.
“Chaminade has a
very good team, and as I’ve
watched that first half a lot,
I think their physicality and
photo | Louis Barnes their size helped them win
Head coach Mike Jones (center) with a frustrated team on the sidelines.
their drive, the annual tradition Porter Jr. started off the Jr. Bill turned.
the midfield,” said head
of Running of the Bills com- offense with a 12-yard rush.
After several short rushes, coach Bob O’Connell. “As
menced as well, as the freshman Then junior quarterback Milo Wilson threw a 27-yard pass we got tired, we didn’t put
class, painted in Jr. Bill Blue, ran Wilson fumbled a snap but to senior wide receiver Nick
from Drury Plaza into the foot- recovered. On the next play, Lang in the corner of the end
ball stadium student section.
however, a Wilson interception zone, and the Jr. Bills were on
Meanwhile, the Spartans ended the drive.
the board with a minute left in
capitalized. Using primarWith good field position, the first quarter. SLUH’s student
ily running plays, their offense the Spartans got a little more section went wild for the first Jr.
wasn’t the least bit frazzled by creative this possession, using Bill touchdown of the year.
the running SLUH students ad- a QB sneak and a successful
“We were down two
jacent to their march downfield, pass completion following a touchdowns at the time so I was
and scored the first touchdown fake handoff. With five minutes really excited to get our team
of the game just one minute in. remaining in the first quarter, back into the game,” said Lang.
The Spartans then punched in the score was now 14-0 after a “Also, the Running of the Bills
the two-point conversion and failed two-point conversion.
continued on page 10

the second half, the Jr. Bills
hopes rose as junior Max
Juric got a hold of a loose
ball in the box and tapped
it in for SLUH’s first goal of
the season. But Chaminade
scored two more goals late
in the second to secure a 5-1
win.
“Honestly, it could
have been a lot worse,” said
O’Connell. “When we quit
there in the second half, I
thought they subbed in a
way that made it seem like
they were pulling back. One
of the messages that Chaminade sent was that no one
is going to feel sorry for us.
We got back to 3-1 and in
the last 10 minutes no one
wanted to be out there, they
were tired, hot, cramping. I
just think they were beaten
by a better more physical
team on Saturday.”
Despite the rough loss,
SLUH looked at how to improve in order to bounce
back against teams of the
same competitiveness as
Chaminade.
“I think the thing we
learned most was to put a lot
of pressure on, I don’t think
we were really ready for the
high speed of the game, but
after watching film and talking about it, the coaches really stressed that we need to
put pressure on,” said senior

a knuckleball of a shot just
out of reach of the goalkeeper, junior John Mungenast.
“The first goal was a little unlucky, credit to the kid
who scored, but I do think
was it unlucky for us,” said
O’Connell.
At half, Marquette led
1-0 and both teams made
a goalie change. SLUH put
in Herrman for Mungenast,
and the new half was underway with what seemed to be
a more energetic team.
SLUH came out quickly
with a beautiful goal scored
by junior Charles Neuwirth,
who was able to place the
ball in top right corner, just
past the outstretched hands
of the goalie. The tie was
broken almost immediately
though, as Marquette managed to score almost two
minutes after Neuwirth’s
goal with a header off of a
corner kick.
On a rolling ball minutes later, Herrmann dove
for the save and took a cleat
to the face by a Marquette
player intending to shoot
the ball. Mungenast reentered and the student section felt it was time to take
the energy back from Marquette.
“The fan section gave
us some great energy, especially late in the game where

Fresh faces: swim and dive
introduce new coach and trio of
talented freshmen to start season
Nicholas Dalaviras and
Joe Feder
REPORTERS

T

he Swimbills are getting
hyped up.
“We are like a swarming cluster of blue-fin tuna,
darting through the water,
getting ready to consume
the competition,” said senior Luke Brawer.
At long last, after four
full weeks of training, the
St. Louis U. High swim and
dive team is finally ready
to begin its competition
season with a meet against
Francis Howell Central tonight at Forest Park Community College. This year
boasts a host of new faces
on the pool deck, both on
the coaching staff and on
the team.
Brian Tremml, a life-

long swimmer and aspiring
documentarian, is the freshest face on the coaching
staff. Tremml attended the
University of Iowa, where he
lettered for swimming and
studied film. Since his graduation, he has divided his
time between directing and
producing a feature documentary about the sport of
swimming entitled The Water is My Sky and coaching
club teams in North Carolina.
“I’ve never been a part
of a high school team,” said
Tremml. “It’s something that
I’ve always wanted to do
because high school swimming was such a big part of
my career.”
Upon moving to St.
Louis a year ago, he has
been drawn to the U. High’s

swimming program.
“(SLUH) has one of the
best programs in the state.
I wanted to be a part of it,”
said Tremml.
On the divers’ side of
the pool, four underclassmen—sophomores
Theo
Stephens and Owen Cooney
and freshmen Sebastian
Lawrence and Miles Schulte—have been working with
coach Brenndan LeBrun to
improve technique. It has
been slightly easier than anticipated, as many of them
have played soccer in the
past.
“Their footwork is
good,” said LeBrun. “It’s just
about body position and
getting them to get as much
out of the board as possible.
But they’re very eager, so

Senior Alex Lehmann against Marquette.

enough pressure on the ball
in the middle third. During that 15 minute blitz, I’m
calling it, the game really
changed.”
“Chaminade imposed
their will on us throughout
the game. They dictated
the tempo of the game and
forced us to adjust to their
style of aggressive play,
which caused us some problems,” said senior returner
Alex Johnson. “(Jack) Mika
won the 50/50 balls and that
made a big difference in the
game while (Joe) Mitchell made it difficult to play
balls in the air.”
continued on page 10
After a strong start to

captain Brian Lymberopoulos. “Once they scored those
first few, we kind of just put
our heads down, and in this
game, you can’t do that. You
just gotta keep going which
I think we did a lot better
job at against Marquette.”
Just three days after
the game against the Red
Devils, SLUH looked to
bounce back against Marquette in their first home
game of the season. The
game started slow with frequent possession changes
and little action around the
goal. Defense appeared to
reign in the first half, until
Marquette managed to chip

photo | Louis Barnes

we needed it most,” said
Mungenast.
With this newfound
energy, senior Louis Vacca
sailed one past the Marquette keeper to tie the
game up at 2-2. Both teams
saw opportunities to take
the lead, but neither could
finish.
“I thought we did a
much better job of getting more people involved
in the attack up the field,”
said Neuwirth. “I felt that
every time we were getting
the ball past half, we were
really putting them under
pressure, and that helped us

continued on page 11
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Underclassmen XC runners have impressive first race;
team preps for first meet in Granite City
BY Justin Koesterer and
Peter LaBarge
SPORTS EDITOR, REPORTER

S

LUH students think of
Running of the Bills as
their initiation into SLUH.
For the St. Louis U. High
freshmen and sophomore
cross country runners, the
O’Fallon Futures Invitational parallels the Running of
the Bills as an initiation into
their new racing season.
The SLUH freshman
cross country team came
out strong on Wednesday in
the O’Fallon Futures Invitational. The race was only
three miles, but the results
were converted into 5K race
times.
In the freshman race,
Baker Pashea was the top
SLUH finisher, finishing in
seventh place overall with
a time of 18:31. The team
then packed together four
more freshmen: Eli Dernlan
(tenth place), Justin Glass
(13th place), Sean Kellogg,
and Joe LaBarge. Dernlan’s
time was 18:56, Glass’s was
19:03, Kellogg’s was 19:06,
and LaBarge’s was 19:07.
In total, SLUH had five
freshman cross the line in
under 20 minutes when
converted for 5K paces, an
incredible early session feat.

The sophomore race
is quite a bit faster than
the freshman race. Daniel
Hogan and Ryan Kramer
finished 17:43 and 17:44
respectively in their 5K
conversions, times which
would comfortably put
them on the medal board of
any JV race.
“It was a very good
race,” said Kramer. “Earlier
on, Hogan, Hayden, and I
packed up early in the race
and tried to stay together.
Around mile two, Hayden
fell off. Hogan and I stayed
together and tried to work
up to beat the top two, but
stayed around 10 seconds
behind them in the end.”
The O’Fallon race was
significantly smaller than
other cross country races,
with fewer than 10 teams
stepping up to the line in
every race. Only the top ten
runners in each race earned
medals.
While the freshmen
and sophomores were competing in Wednesday’s race,
the rest of the team prepared
for Saturday’s race at Granite City. SLUH will run seniors Patrick Hetlage, Reed
Milnor, and Chris Staley,
juniors Lucas Rackers,
Noah Scott, and Joe Calla-

han, and sophomore Grant
Brawley in the varsity race
at Granite City. The newlyappointed varsity squad has
high hopes for the weekend.
“I definitely think as a
team we have a good shot
at winning the race,” said
senior captain Patrick Hetlage. “For the varsity, we
have had a desire to fight
hard till the end in the last
years, and I want us to keep
that motivation. It all really
comes down to the last mile
and our motivation to give
it everything we have. I’m
really interested and excited
to see how Grant and Callahan will do in the first varsity races.”
Many runners set personal records on the abnormally flat Illinois courses in
O’Fallon and Granite City,
which are the only threemile races of the season. Flat
courses, in general, bring
faster times than courses
with more hills. With that
in mind, the team will prepare differently for Granite
City than they would for
hillier 5K courses.
Hetlage especially reflected the bottom-up approach, emphasizing that
the team is built by every
runner, who relies on sup-

port from the rest of the
team. He’s optimistic about
the program’s chances in
general.
“One thing I’m really
excited about is the open
race. I think we have a really good shot at winning
the open race. We have a really deep team this year and
that’s exciting for the open
race,” said Hetlage.
In their first varsity
race back, SLUH will face
some very difficult competition.
“We’re excited and very
optimistic based on where
we are at. We have had
great workouts the past few
weeks, and I’m excited to
see where that puts our guys
at on Saturday,” said Coach
Joe Porter.
Last year, the team
placed third in the Granite
City race, losing to only Edwardsville and ChatwoodGlendale North in Springfield. This year, those two
teams will return to the
meet, both ranked in the
top ten in their divisions,
making this an exciting and
great opportunity for SLUH
to compete early on in the
season.

Crowd energizes football; uphill
climb too steep after first quarter
(continued from page 9)

crowd was so loud. It was just
an awesome feeling crossing
the goal line.”
One quarter in, and the
student section was still going
strong. Chants of “U-High UHigh U-High,” were heard all
throughout the football field,
providing energy for the SLUH
squad.
The second quarter was
relatively quiet for the most
part. A couple of big runs by
Battle and a sack were the only
noteworthy plays. However,
after a long drive of running
plays, Battle reached the Jr. Billiken end zone once again with
four minutes in the half. After
making the two-point conversion, they led 22-7.
On the ensuing kickoff, after fumbling initially, freshman

Isaac Thompson made a big
return, taking the ball 47 yards
into Battle territory. After two
more big rushes by Porter Jr,
SLUH found itself with another
touchdown.
The home crowd was reignited and jumping for joy. The
band ran through a fast rendition of “Oh When the Bills,” the
school’s timeless fight song, as
the students sang along with
excitement.
However, the momentum
came to a screeching halt when
Battle, on their first series after
receiving the kickoff, completed a 77-yard touchdown pass
to make the score 30-13. But,
the wild final minutes of the
first half were not done yet, as
the SLUH offense came marching down the field once more.

Junior Kellen Porter rushing on Friday.
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After a big run by Porter Jr.
and another pass from Wilson
to Lang, this one 24 yards for
a touchdown, SLUH trailed at
halftime by a score of 30-19.
Down, but not out.
“The team’s energy had
increased drastically, leading to
other players wanting to go out
and make big time plays also,”
said Wilson on the team’s momentum going into halftime.
“The energy was at an all time
high, even though we didn’t
come out with that win we
wanted.”
After the back-and-forth
play of the end of the first half,
the third quarter was surprisingly scoreless. The Jr. Bills
opened the final quarter with
the ball on the Spartan’s oneyard line, and with the game
so close, the SLUH fan section
was back in full volume. They
erupted the next play as Porter
Jr. easily ran in for the touchdown, but SLUH failed the
two-point attempt and trailed
by their closest margin of the
game, 30-25.
This would be all of the
scoring for the Jr. Bills, however, as Battle’s defense completely
shut out the Jr. Bill passing and
running game for the remainder of the fourth quarter.
SLUH’s defense couldn’t
contain the Spartans’ running
game, allowing three touchdowns in eight short minutes.
Battle found plenty of gaps and
took advantage of them, sealing
the victory and SLUH’s defeat.
In addition, the defense had
more than its fair share of penalties, getting called for offsides
and personal fouls.
“Well, we have to improve
photo | John Hilker
our tackling on defense, I know

we didn’t tackle as well as we
would like,” said Jones about
the team’s defense.
The loyal Blue Crew and
freshmen stayed for most of the
game. For the freshmen, getting “baptized in blue” is always
a highlight of the year. It is a
sign of community and school
spirit, and a popular schoolwide event that is a great night
for everyone regardless of the
scoreboard.
“My favorite moment
was just the togetherness as we
were cheering. It was like we all
(were) one,” said freshman Patrick Tyrrell.
“I felt the nostalgia for
freshman year as well as the
satisfaction of seeing the new
freshmen experience their initiation into SLUH,” said senior
advisor Ryan Juergens.
Tonight, SLUH has another tough test, playing at 7:00 PM
against Ladue in hopes to even
their record at 1-1. The game is
at Kirkwood High School, due
to construction at Ladue’s field.
Ladue won last week against
Ritenour, 37-7.
“An offensive key to our
game (tonight) has to be eliminating plays. We can’t afford to
miss blocks, make the wrong
reads, or making careless mistakes that can lead to penalties,”
said Wilson, commenting on
what the offense needs to do
well. “If we manage to do these
things, the offense will not have
any trouble putting numbers
on the scoreboard.”

Returning divers work
on form; open swim
highlights week
(continued from page 9)

that’s always the plus.”
Veteran juniors Gabe
and Max Manalang, on the
other hand, have spent their
practices pushing for newer,
more difficult dives, which
has created a dual focus for
this season.
“The focus this year is
continuing the foundation
I have built with Max and
Gabe, so there’s a lot more
polish there, versus getting
the other ones up to speed,”
said LeBrun.
A trio of freshman
swimmers, comprised of Jonas Hostetler, Ned Mehme-

Marty and Mrs. Kathy Foy,
parents of AP Economics
teacher Kevin Foy, and it
allowed all swimmers and
coaches to swim 1.2, 2.4, or
3.6 miles. Several standouts
from the swim came from
the JV team, namely freshmen Tom Nguyen and Clay
Derdeyn, as well as Russian
exchange student Amir Mamedinov, who braved the
choppy waters of Lake St.
Louis to swim 2.4 miles, the
distance of an Iron Man.
The Open Water Swim
was a hit among both the
swimmers and the coaches.
“It was a great experi-

art | Kyle McEnerey

ti, and Cooper Scharff, have
made waves in the varsity
squad, placing in the top
five in several events. Each
of them comes from an elite
club swimming level, which
can have over six practices
weekly. Fresh talent, the camaraderie of the team, and
the several out-of-pool activities have led to an exciting month of practice.
“My favorite part about
swim so far was the open
water swim,” said Scharff.
“It was a really different
experience compared to
swimming in a pool, and it
gave me some time to just
chill with my thoughts.”
This event, which took
place this past Saturday, was
generously hosted by Dr.

ence, probably one of the
best experiences of my
coaching career,” said assistant coach Tony Ciaravino.
As the week has progressed, several swimmers
became sick with a mysterious illness that seems to
be crippling one swimmer
at a time, with five swimmers having been affected
already. Still, the attitude
towards the meet remained
optimistic.
“We want to get some
easy state cuts, and it would
be nice to get a couple of
relays qualified early,” said
head coach Lindsey Ehret. “We just might have
to make some last minute
changes (to the lineup).”

Underclassmen
Briefs
B Soccer
8/25 Chaminade
SLUH
CHAMI

0 0 F:0
0 0 F:0

C Soccer
8/25 Chaminade
SLUH
CHAMI

0 0 F:0
1 0 F:1

8/28 Fort Zumwalt South

SLUH
5 4 F:9
FZS
0 0 F:0
Lemley, 2 goals
Forthaus, 1 goal
Cornett, 1 goal
Broun, 1 goal

Taylor, 3 goals
Dowd-Nieto, 1 goal
McGrail, 2 assists

JV Football
8/27 Battle

SLUH 6 0 7 0 F: 13
Battle 0 12 22 7 F: 42
Johnston: 2 passing
TD
Ortwerth: 5 Rec, Rec
TD
Sullivan: Rec TD
- compiled by
Jimmy Stanley
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Soccer puts up
Baud ready for family time, new challenge strong fight;
unable to finish
Below is a letter to the SLUH community by now JV water polo coach,
in overtime loss
Paul Baudendistel, about why he chose to step down as varsity coach.
against Marquette
Dear SLUH,
(continued from page 1)

After 16 memorable years of coaching Varsity Water Polo, I am returning to JV.
My reasons, if you care to know them, center on my family. Yes,
there is a personal cost to coaching: planning and running practices takes
time and energy, game days are stressful, and nights after games can be restless. But more importantly, there is a cost to the people I live with. I look
forward to being a more present husband and dad as my sons enter their
high school years.
I want to be clear that my decision has nothing to do with friction
from water polo players or their parents. I have been blessed to work with
coachable, hard-working boys, and their families have been supportive to a
fault. Indeed, part of me feels guilty about not going to war again with the
current seniors and not developing the juniors.
On the other hand, I am invigorated daydreaming about practices
and games at a different level. I know I will find it frustrating and humbling, too, but revisiting JV will make me a better coach.
The new Varsity coach will be the most successful JV coach in the
history of Missouri Water Polo, John Penilla. In 12 seasons, Coach P has led
his teams to 11 JV championships — losing once in the finals, in overtime
— and compiled a ridiculous record of 228-8, with most of those losses to
Varsity teams. I have stated for years that Coach P is among the top three
coaches in the area, and he continues to demonstrate commitment to the
mission of SLUH. The program could not be in better hands.
THANK YOU to all involved with SLUH Varsity Water Polo over
the years, but especially Charlie Busenhart, Milena Garganigo, and John
Penilla. I am grateful for the past and excited for the future!
Play fair. Play hard. Play.
Coach Baud

Baudendistel coaching agaisnt Kirkwood in 2015.

is a lot of seasons.”
Being head coach of JV
and still part of the program,
Baudendistel will not be totally isolated from the varsity squad.
“There’s parts of me
that are still absolutely connected to varsity. I will still
be connected closely to the
program. But I’m ready for
new challenge,” said Baudendistel.
The news came as a bit
of a shock to some upperclassmen returning to the
varsity level this spring.
“I was expecting him
to stay for the coming year
and step down next year if
anything,” said senior Luke
Brawer. “Right now I can’t
see it. I’m nervous, excited,
sad, and most of all shocked.”
Though the news comes
as quite a shock to many,
Baudendistel’s motivations
are understandable and reflect the heart of a good father.
“I completely understand his reasoning. It’s
very hard to be around your
family when you’re the varsity coach,” said Brawer. “It
makes total sense.”
Former JV head coach
John Penilla, ’99, will take
over as the head coach of the
program this year.
“I’m so grateful to
Coach Baud,” said Penilla.
“He was my coach when I
was a player here. Just how
he’s mentored me through
the years, I’m really excited
he’s still doing JV and will be
around and still be a part of
the program.”
“Years ago there was a
picture in the SLUH yearbook of Mr. Busenhart, me,
and Mr. Penilla,” said Baudendistel. “Whoever wrote
the caption wrote something
like ‘SLUH water polo past,
present, and future.’ I’ve
thought about that caption a
lot and I think it’s Coach P’s
time. He’s more than ready.
He deserves this.”

(continued from page 9)

to get a lot more chances in
front of the goal.”
On the other side of
play, SLUH’s defense was
stellar as they fought off
many Marquette attacks.
“There were a lot of
defensive changes since the
Chami game,” said Neuwirth. “Two things our
coaches emphasized were
making sure to close the
space in between themselves and the person receiving the ball as the ball
was being played. Also the
coaches noticed that we
gave them way too much
space by dropping back
too far on set pieces, and I
thought that we fixed both
of those issues excellently.”
As time expired, the
two teams went into overtime, two 10-minute halves
with no golden goal. SLUH
failed to score despite many

lahun Murphy’s shot was
saved by the Marquette
goalie, Mungenast guessed
wrong on the next Marquette shot, sending Marquette home with a 7-6 victory in PK’s.
“All this is is preparation and practice,” said
O’Connell. “The record
means little to me, and if we
would have won (Tuesday
night) I wouldn’t feel very
different today about (the
game).”
Despite the second loss
in a row, O’Connell already
sees a lot of improvement,
but there is still room for
growth.
“We looked a million times better,” said
O’Connell. “I thought they
played well enough to win
that game, (but) I think we
need to improve in the air
more…(and) close in the

Senior Reid Horton in Marquette game.

chances, and Mungenast
held Marquette scoreless
with a handful of clutch
saves.
“Mungo played really
well,” said Lymberopoulos. “He came back in off
short notice and got the job
done with those crazy good
saves.”
After both halves of
overtime, the game went
into penalty kicks. It ended
up being a long round of
back-and-forth goals and
saves. Impressive goals were
scored, including the lucky
shot of junior Kevin Stein
that went in after hitting
the crossbar and the goalie’s
back. When the Marquette
goalie saved the fifth shot,
Mungenast responded with
a clutch stop to keep the Jr.
Bills alive.
photo | Leo Heinz
After sophomore Ti-

photo | Louis Barnes

midfield.”
The team hopes to get
its first win of the season
this weekend.
“We just need to continue to progress as a team
and trust the process,” said
Johnson.
The Jr. Bills play Glendale (Springfield) tonight at
SLUH at 4:30 p.m. and St.
Xavier (Louisville) on Saturday at SLUH at 10 a.m.
Next Tuesday, they play
Gibault at Oerter Park at
6:30 p.m. and on Thursday,
they play Webster Groves at
SLUH at 6:15 p.m.
“Despite the L’s, I think
going forward we’re gonna
see some favorable results
this Friday and Saturday
if we keep playing the way
we’re playing,” said Neuwirth.
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Around the Hallways

1818 Registration
This Thursday, August 30th,
students flocked to the old
cafeteria to register for St.
Louis University’s 1818 program, which provides an
opportunity for advanced
college credit. Some of the
available courses include
Calculus, Reading Latin, and
Communicating in Russian.

bi-annually weather balloons was launched in Bill
Anderson’s Environmental
Science/STEM class. This
event takes place in both August and February to understand how weather patterns
change between the different seasons. The weather
balloon carried a payload of
various types of equipment
to analyze altitude levels
Balloon Launch
and other various weather
During this week one of the factors, along with three

Friday, August 31

Snack—Chicken Rings
Senior Class Mass
Maryville University
Lunch Special—Smokie Beef Brisket
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
4:15 PM Swimming & Diving vs FHC
4:30 PM V Soccer vs Springfield Glendale
7:00 PM V Football vs Ladue HW

Saturday, September 1
tracking-type devices. The SLUH.
9:00 AM V, JV, C Cross Country Invitational @ Granite City
balloon parachute-landed in
- compiled by Jack Du- 10:00 AM V Soccer vs St. Xavier
Royal Lakes, Illinois, around Mont and Trey Seeleby
Monday, September 3
thirty-five miles northeast of
No classes

Tuesday, September 4

Maximum Height:
91,772 ft.; 17.4 mi.

Late Start

7:45 AM Junior Liturgical Choir Rehearsal
9:40 AM NHS Meeting
William Woods University
St. Louis University, Madrid
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
5:00 PM B Football vs Ladue HW
5:00 PM JV Soccer vs Gibault
6:30 PM V Soccer be Gibault
6:45 PM B Soccer MCC Tournament

Lowest Atmospheric

Wednesday, September 5

Pressure: 0.0149 atm.

Lunch

Lowest Temperature:
-41.6 F; -40.9 C

Alan Carruthers
@Sluhpresident
The boys and friends are having fun supporting their
Jr. Bills!

Regular Schedule

AP

Weather Balloon Launch

Tweet of the Week

AMDG

Yearbooks
Yearbooks are now available
to be picked up in the Si
Commons during lunch periods.
Each student will recieve one
yearbook, free of charge.

Late Start

Special—SLUH Special Sandwich
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
Colorado College
The University of Iowa
Southeast Missouri State University
5:00 PM C Soccer vs Priory
7:00 PM M/C Opening Meeting

Thursday, September 6

Regular Schedule

Theology Department Day
8:15 AM Parent Ambassadors Meeting
AP
Sophomore Class Meeting
Junior Liturgical Choir Rehearsal
University of Tulsa
Dartmouth College
Columbia College
		Snack—Bosco Stick
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Sweet Potatoes
Illinois Wesleyan University
4:15 PM JV Soccer vs Webster Groves
6:15 PM V Soccer vs Webster Groves
7:30 PM Parent Ambassadors Meeting

Friday, September 7

Regular Schedule

7:20 AM F/C 1st Friday Father son Mass
AP		
Senior Class Meeting
		
Sophomore Class Mass
		Rhodes College
		
Kansas State University
		Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Country Fried Steak
		Vegetarian—Garden Burger
4:30 PM JV Soccer vs FZW
5:45 PM Father Son Pregame Football Party
7:00 PM V Football vs DeSmet

calendar | Ben Klevorn
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